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a b s t r a c t
The path spectrum of a graph is the set of lengths of all maximal paths in the graph. A set
S of positive integers is spectral if it is the path spectrum of a tree. We characterize the
spectral sets containing at most two odd integers (and arbitrarily many even ones) and
obtain several necessary conditions for a set to be spectral. We show that for each even
integer s ≥ 2 at least 1/4 of all subsets of the set {2, 3, . . . , s} are spectral and conjecture
that all the subsets with at least 3s/4 integers are spectral.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A path in a graph is calledmaximal if it is not a subpath of another path. A graph is traceable if it contains a Hamiltonian
path. Clearly, every Hamiltonian path is maximal. Graphs in which each maximal path is a Hamiltonian path were
characterized by Thomassen [10] and, independently, by Jacobson et al. [4]. These graphs include paths, cycles, complete
graphs, and complete bipartite graphs Kp,p and Kp,p+1. Non-traceable graphs in which all maximal paths have the same
length were characterized by Jacobson et al. [5] and, independently, by Tarsi [9].
To facilitate the study of graphs in which the lengths of maximal paths vary, Jacobson et al. [3] have defined the path
spectrum ρ(G) of a graph G to be the set of lengths of maximal paths in G. Thus the detour number, first introduced by Kapoor
et al. [6], is the largest number in the path spectrum. Several sufficient conditions for a set of integers to be a path spectrumof
a connected graph are given in [3]. In particular, all singleton sets and pairs of positive integers are ρ(G) for some connected
graphs G. Chen et al. [1] showed that, for every positive integer k ≥ 3, there are infinitely many sets of k positive integers
which are not path spectra for any connected graph. A graph G is called well-covered if every maximal stable set of G is also
a maximum stable set. Ravindra [8] showed that a tree having at least two vertices is well-covered if and only if it has a
perfect matching consisting of pendant edges. Levit and Mandrescu [7] obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for a
set of integers to be a path spectrum of a well-covered tree.
A tournament is a digraph obtained by assigning a direction to each edge in a complete graph. Path spectra for
tournaments were studied by Faudree and Gyárfás [2]. Using a well-known argument one can prove that each tournament
contains a directed Hamiltonian path and the same argument gives that a tournament containing a maximal and non-
Hamiltonian directed path of length k also contains a maximal directed path of length k + 1. Thus the path spectrum of
a tournament is a set of consecutive integers. Faudree and Gyárfás proved that each tournament with at least five vertices
contains maximal directed paths of lengths n− ⌊n/4⌋ + 1, n− ⌊n/4⌋ + 2, . . . , n− 1.
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In this paper we will confine ourselves to the study of path spectra for trees. A set S of integers is said to be spectral if it
is the path spectrum of a tree. It is much easier to find non-spectral sets. For example the set {3, 5} is not spectral. Jacobson
et al. [3] proved that the problem of deciding whether a given set S is spectral is in NP. We conjecture that it is NP-complete.
Conjecture 1. The problem of deciding whether a given set S is a path spectrum for some tree is NP-complete.
In spite of this conjecture we show that the problem can be solved in linear time if S contains at most two odd integers
(and arbitrarily many even ones). In this case we give succinct characterizations of spectral sets in terms of inequalities.
It appears to be much more difficult to characterize spectral sets containing three or more odd integers and possible
characterizations would be awkward and not very enlightening. Therefore, we turn our attention to other problems that
might contribute to the understanding of spectral sets. We show that, if we add any positive even integer e to a spectral set
already containing an even integer greater than e, then the new set is also spectral. We give several necessary conditions for
a set of integers to be spectral and show that for any even s ≥ 2 at least 1/4 of all subsets of the set {2, 3, . . . , s} are spectral.
Finally we will conjecture that all sufficiently dense subsets of {2, 3, 4, . . .} are spectral.
Note that the path spectrum of a tree T with at least two vertices is the set of all distances dT (u, v), or for short d(u, v),
between any two distinct endvertices u and v of the tree T . Our first result shows that we can confine ourselves to the study
of the finite subsets of the set {3, 4, 5, . . .}.
Lemma 2. Let T be a tree. Then:
(1) 0 ∈ ρ(T ) if and only if T = K1.
(2) 1 ∈ ρ(T ) if and only if T = K2.
(3) A nonempty set S ⊂ {3, 4, 5, . . .} is spectral if and only if the set {2} ∪ S is spectral.
Proof. Since the first two statements are obvious, we prove only the third one. First we show that if a nonempty set
S ⊂ {3, 4, 5, . . .} is spectral then the set {2} ∪ S is spectral. Let S be the path spectrum of a tree T and let y be the neighbor
of an endvertex x of T . Construct the tree T ∗ by the addition of a new vertex x∗ and the edge x∗y to the tree T . Now we will
verify that ρ(T ∗) = {2} ∪ ρ(T ) = {2} ∪ S; therefore {2} ∪ S is a spectral set. Clearly, {2} ∪ S ⊆ ρ(T ∗); hence we only
need to verify the other containment. To see this, assume that p ∈ ρ(T ∗); thus T contains a maximal path P of length p. If
x∗ is not an endvertex of P , then P is also a maximal path in T ; therefore p ∈ ρ(T ) = S. Hence suppose that x∗ is one of
the endvertices of P . If x is the other endvertex, then the length of P is 2 and p = 2 ∈ {2} ∪ S. Otherwise, if a is the other
endvertex of the path P and it is distinct from x, then the length of the a–x-path in T is the same as the length of the path P ,
that is p. Therefore, again p ∈ {2} ∪ S. Hence ρ(T ∗) = {2} ∪ S.
Nowwe show that, if {2}∪ S is spectral, then S is spectral. Wewill do this by ‘‘reversing’’ the construction in the first part
of this proof. Assume that T ∗ is a tree with the path spectrum {2} ∪ S and S is a nonempty subset of {3, 4, 5, . . .}. Denote
by X the set of endvertices of T ∗ and by Y the set of vertices adjacent to some vertex in X . Since integer 1 does not belong
to S, the sets X and Y are disjoint. For each vertex y ∈ Y , delete all but one of the vertices in X adjacent to y. We will show
that S is a path spectrum of the resulting tree T . Obviously, T has no maximal path of length 2 and each maximal path in T
is maximal in T ∗. Thus ρ(T ) ⊆ S. To prove the other containment, assume that p ∈ S. Thus T ∗ contains a maximal path P of
length p. If no endvertex of P has been deleted, then P is a maximal path in T and p ∈ ρ(T ). Otherwise, one can construct
a maximal path in T whose length equals that of P by replacing the deleted endvertices by undeleted endvertices. Thus
S ⊆ ρ(T ), which completes the proof. 
For an odd l ≥ 3, the fact that a set S ⊂ {l+ 1, l+ 2, . . .} is spectral does not imply that {l} ∪ S is spectral. For example,
a nonempty set S ⊂ {2l+ 2, 2l+ 4, 2l+ 6, . . .} is spectral since it contains only even integers [3]. It follows from Lemma 5,
proved in the next section, that the set {l}∪ S is not spectral. However, the addition of an even positive integer that does not
exceed the maximum even integer already in a spectral set S results in another spectral set.
Lemma 3. Let l ≤ p be positive integers and let S be a spectral set containing 2p. Then the set {2l} ∪ S is spectral.
Proof. Let T be a tree with the path spectrum S. Since 2p ∈ S, the tree T contains two endvertices a and b at distance 2p
apart. Let c be the midpoint of the a–b-path. We will construct a tree with the path spectrum {2l} ∪ S in two steps.
Step 1. Identify the vertex c with one endvertex of a new path P of length p, vertex disjoint with the tree T . Denote by d the
other endvertex of P . Denote by e the vertex on the path P at the distance l from the vertex d.
Step 2. Identify e with one endvertex of a new path of length l. Denote by f the other endvertex of this path and by T ∗ the
resulting tree.
Wewill show that ρ(T ∗) = {2l}∪ρ(T ). Since the distance from d to f is 2l, we have 2l ∈ ρ(T ∗) and ρ(T ) ⊆ ρ(T ∗) follows
from the fact that each endvertex of T is an endvertex of T ∗. Therefore, {2l} ∪ ρ(T ) ⊆ ρ(T ∗).
Now we will show that ρ(T ∗) is a subset of {2l} ∪ ρ(T ). Suppose that an integer s belongs to ρ(T ∗). That is, there is a
maximal path P∗ in T ∗ of length s. If f and d are the endvertices of this path, then its length is s = 2l; thus s ∈ {2l} ∪ ρ(T ).
If neither d nor f is an endvertex of the path P∗, then P∗ is a maximal path in T , so its length s belongs to ρ(T ).
If exactly one of the endvertices of P∗ belongs to {d, f }, say d is an endvertex of P∗, then let x denote the other endvertex
of P∗. Then either the a–x-path or the b–x-path in T has the same length as P∗ has; therefore s ∈ ρ(T ). We have proved that
ρ(T ∗) ⊆ {2l} ∪ ρ(T ). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
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Corollary 4. If l is a positive even integer and if S ⊂ {l+ 1, l+ 2, . . .} is a spectral set then the set {l} ∪ S is spectral.
Proof. Since S is spectral, it is nonempty. If it contains an even integer, then {l} ∪ S is spectral by the last lemma. Otherwise,
S contains only odd integers. Then the corresponding tree T has at most two endvertices; otherwise two of them would be
in the same part of the bipartite graph T and their distance apart would be even, a contradiction. Thus S is a one-element
set. Set S = {o}. Identify the vertex vl/2 on the path v0, v1, . . . , vo with an endpoint of a path of length l/2. The resulting tree
has the path spectrum {l} ∪ S. 
2. Necessary conditions
In this section we give three conditions necessary for a set of positive integers to be spectral. Two of them will be used
in the remaining sections of this paper. Their proofs are based on viewing trees as bipartite graphs.
With each tree T we will associate a proper red–blue vertex coloring. Obviously, the distance apart would be even if
two vertices have the same color, and the distance apart is odd otherwise. If a tree T is not a path, then it has at least three
endvertices and two of them have the same color. Thus its spectrum contains an even number. Therefore, the only spectral
sets containing only odd integers are one-element sets and the only trees with such path spectra are paths of odd lengths.
Throughout the paper, E will denote the set of even integers in S, while Owill denote the set of odd integers in S. Further,
if both E and O are nonempty, let emax, emin, omax, omin denote the maximum number in E, the minimum of E, the maximum
of O, and the minimum of O, respectively. The next lemma gives an upper bound for emax and for the spread of odd numbers
in a spectral set.
Lemma 5. If S is a spectral set containing two integers of opposite parity, then it contains two integers r and s of opposite parity
such that |r − s| ≤ omin − 2. Moreover, we have
emax ≤ 2omax − 2, (1)
omax − omin ≤ 2(emax − 2). (2)
Proof. First note that each three distinct vertices a, b and c in a tree that do not lie on a common path satisfy the inequality
d(a, c) ≤ d(a, b)+ d(b, c)− 2.
We will refer to this as the triangle inequality for trees.
To prove the first statement, suppose that T is a tree with the path spectrum S. Let a and b be two endvertices of T at
distance omin apart. Since the path spectrumof T has at least two integers, T contains an endvertex c distinct from a and b. Let
e be the vertex that lies on every path connecting two of the three vertices a, b and c . Since the vertices a and b have distinct
colors, the distances d(a, c) and d(b, c) are of opposite parity. We assume, without loss of generality, that d(b, c) < d(a, c).
Then the triangle inequality for trees gives
0 < d(a, c)− d(b, c) ≤ d(a, b)− 2 = omin − 2.
Thus the first statement is proved.
Now we prove the inequality (1). Suppose that S is the path spectrum of a tree T and let a and c be endvertices of T at
distance emax apart. Since S contains an odd integer, there is an endvertex b in T whose color is distinct from those of a and
c. Then
emax = d(a, c) ≤ d(a, b)+ d(b, c)− 2 ≤ 2omax − 2.
Thus (1) holds.
We now prove (2). Let S be the path spectrum of a tree T and let a, b, c , and d be not necessarily distinct endvertices of
the tree T such that d(a, b) = omax and d(c, d) = omin. If a = c and b = d, then omin = omax and (2) holds trivially. Therefore
we can assume, without loss of generality, that a and c are distinct and blue. Then b and d are red. If b and d are distinct,
then by the triangle inequality for trees we have
omax = d(a, b) ≤ d(a, c)+ d(c, b)− 2
≤ emax + d(c, d)+ d(d, b)− 2− 2
≤ emax + omin + emax − 4.
If b = d, then we have
omax = d(a, d) ≤ d(a, c)+ d(c, d)− 2
≤ emax + omin − 2
≤ 2emax + omin − 4.
This proves the lemma. 
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Next we show that the inequalities (1) and (2) in the last lemma are best possible in the sense that the equalities hold for
some spectral sets. For a positive even integer k construct a tree Tk by joining a new vertex to the central vertex of a path of
length 2k. Then S = ρ(Tk) = {k + 1, 2k} and the equality in (1) holds. Next construct a tree T ∗k by the addition of the edge
uv1 to the path v0, v1, . . . , v2k−1 of length 2k− 1. Since ρ(T ∗k ) = {2, 2k− 1}, we have the equality in (2).
3. Spectral sets with either at most two even integers or with at most two odd integers
Spectral sets containing atmost two even integerswere studied in [3]. Aswe noted earlier, a spectral set contains no even
integer if and only if it is the path spectrum of an odd path. Jacobson et al. [3] proved that each spectral set containing only
one even integer can be realized by a tree with at most four endvertices. This result makes it relatively easy to characterize
all these sets. It also implies that each such set contains at most four odd integers; thus its cardinality is at most 5. This is
an exceptional case since Jacobson et al. also proved that a spectral set containing two even integers can contain arbitrarily
many odd integers.
Motivated by the results in [3], in this section we characterize spectral sets with at most two odd integers. First, it is
easy to see that each set of positive even integers is spectral. Given a set {2s1, 2s2, . . . , 2sk} of positive even integers with
s1 < s2 < · · · < sk, take a path v0, v1, . . . , v2sk and for each i = 1, 2, . . . , k− 1, attach a vertex disjoint path of length si to
the vertex vsi . The resulting tree has path spectrum {2s1, 2s2, . . . , 2sk}. A similar construction is given in [3].
The construction in the case when S contains exactly one odd integer is based on that in the case of no odd integer.
Theorem 6. Let o be the only odd integer in S ⊂ {2, 3, 4, . . .}. If S = {o}, then it is a path spectrum of a path of length o. If
|S| ≥ 2, then S is a spectral set if and only if emax ≤ 2o− 2.
Proof. It is enough to prove the second statement. The necessary condition follows from Lemma 5. To prove that the
condition is also sufficient, suppose that 2s1, 2s2, . . . , 2sk are the even integers in S. Consider a path v0v1 . . . v0 and for
each i = 1, . . . , k, attach a path of length si to the vertex vsi . The resulting tree has the path spectrum S. 
Corollary 7. A set S of two positive integers is spectral if and only if either both integers of S are even or S contains an even
integer e and an odd integer o such that e ≤ 2o− 2.
The case of two odd numbers is more involved.
Theorem 8. Let S contain exactly two odd integers. Then S is spectral if and only if it contains an even integer and the following
two conditions are satisfied:
omax − omin + 2 ≤ emax ≤ 2omax − 2 (3)
and if emax ≥ omax + omin, then S contains an even integer e from the interval
I = [omin + omax − 2min{omin − 1, omax − emax/2}, omin + omax − 2]. (4)
Proof. First we prove that the conditions are sufficient. Let S be a set of positive integers satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 8 and let E be the set of even integers in S. We will distinguish two cases:
Case 1. Assume omax − omin + 2 ≤ emax ≤ omax + omin − 2. Then p = (omax + omin − emax)/2 is a positive integer which
we will use in our construction. Let T be the tree with three endvertices a, b and c and the vertex x of degree 3 such that
d(a, b) = omax, d(a, c) = omin and d(a, x) = p. This is possible since, by the left inequality in (3), we have p ≤ omin−1. Then
d(b, c) = d(b, x)+ d(x, c) = (omax − p)+ (omin − p) = emax.
Therefore ρ(T ) = {omin, omax, emax} is a spectral set and by Lemma 3 the set S is spectral. This completes the proof in
Case 1.
Case 2. Assume omin+ omax ≤ emax ≤ 2omax−2. Let e ∈ S be an even integer guaranteed by the hypothesis of Theorem 8. By
Lemma 3, it suffices to show that the set {omin, omax, e, emax} is spectral, since this would imply that the set S is spectral as
well. Since emax ≤ 2omax − 2, there is a tree T with three endvertices a1, a2 and b such that d(a1, b) = d(a2, b) = omax
and d(a1, a2) = emax. Let x be the vertex of degree 3 in T . Note that d(x, b) = omax − emax/2. Fix a positive integer
t ≤ min{omin − 1, d(x, b)}. Denote by c the vertex of T at the distance t from vertex b on the b–x-path and construct
the tree Tt by identifying c with an endvertex of a path of length omin − t . Denote by a3 the other endvertex of this path.
Thus d(a3, b) = omin. Set e = d(a3, a1) and note that e is an even number. It is easy to check that the path spectrum of Tt is
the set {omin, omax, e, emax} and that
e = d(a3, a1) = d(a3, c)+ d(c, a1) = (omin − t)+ (omax − t) = omin + omax − 2t.
Since an arbitrary integer from the interval [1,min{omin − 1, d(b, x) = omax − emax/2] can be chosen for t , the
integer e is an arbitrary even number from the interval I . Hence, for each e satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 8, the
set {omin, omax, e, emax} is spectral. By Lemma 3, the set S is spectral too.
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Nowwe will prove that the conditions are necessary. Suppose that T is a minimal tree with the path spectrum S. Since S
contains two odd integers, T has at least three endvertices, at least two of the same color. Thus its path spectrum contains
an even integer. Then the inequality emax ≤ 2omax−2 follows from Lemma 5. Nowwewill show that omax−omin+2 ≤ emax.
Claim 9. The tree T contains a maximal path of length omax and a maximal path of length omin that share an endvertex.
To prove Claim 9, observe that since omax and omin belong to the path spectrum of T ; the tree contains red endvertices r1
and r2 and blue endvertices b1 and b2 such that d(r1, b1) = omin and d(r2, b2) = omax. If some two of these vertices are the
same, then Claim 9 is proved. Hence assume that all four vertices are distinct.
Since r1 and b2 are different color vertices, the distance d(r1, b2) is odd. Thus, it is either omax or omin. In the former case
vertex r1 is the common endvertex of maximal paths of lengths omin and omax. In the latter case b2 is such an endvertex.
Claim 9 is proved.
Thus the tree T contains endvertices a, b and c such that d(a, b) = omax and d(a, c) = omin. Applying the triangle
inequality for trees to the vertices a, b and c , we obtain
omax = d(a, b) ≤ d(a, c)+ d(c, b)− 2 ≤ omin + emax − 2.
The necessity of (3) is proved.
Now we assume that omin + omax ≤ emax and show that there is an even integer e ∈ S such that e belongs to the interval
I . To do so, we consider a subtree of T . Let a1 and a2 be two endvertices at distance emax apart and let a3 and b be two
endvertices at distance omin apart. Assume that a1, a2 and a3 (not necessarily distinct) are red and b is blue.
Claim 10. We have d(a1, b) = d(a2, b) = omax.
We prove Claim 10 by contradiction. Suppose, to the contrary, that one of the distances d(a1, b) and d(a2, b), say d(a1, b),
is distinct from omax. Since the distance d(a1, b) is odd, we have d(a1, b) = omin. Then the triangle inequality for trees gives
emax = d(a1, a2) ≤ d(a1, b)+ d(a2, b)− 2 ≤ omin + omax − 2, which contradicts our assumption. 
It follows from Claim 10 that the vertex a3 is distinct from a1 and a2. Therefore, all the three vertices are distinct. Now
we will study the minimal subtree containing the endvertices a1, a2, a3 and b. We will show that either e = d(a1, a3) or
e = d(a2, a3) belongs to the interval I . Let x be the vertex of degree 3 in the subtree T0 with the endvertices a1, a2 and b.
Further, let c be the vertex in the same subtree T0 that is nearest to a3. We assume, without loss of generality, that c lies
on the a2–b-path. Set t = d(c, b). We will distinguish two cases.
Case 1. Suppose that c lies on the x–b-path. Then we have 1 ≤ t = d(c, b) ≤ d(x, b) = omax − (emax/2) and
t ≤ d(a3, b)− 1 = omin − 1. We also have
e = d(a3, a1) = d(a3, c)+ d(c, a1) = (omin − t)+ omax − t = omin + omax − 2t.
Therefore e < emax belongs to the interval I .
Case 2. Suppose that c does not lie on the x–b-path. Then c is an internal vertex of the a2–x-path. First note that
omax − omin = d(a2, b)− d(a3, b) = d(a2, c)− d(a3, c) < d(a2, c) < d(a2, x) = emax/2.
Thus
emax > 2(omax − omin).
Next we have e = d(a3, a1) = d(a3, x) + d(x, a1) = (omin − d(x, b)) + (omax − d(x, b)) = omin + omax − 2d(x, b) ≤
omin + omax − 2.
Since d(x, b) = omax − emax/2, we obtain e = emax + omin − omax. Now it is easy to check that e ∈ I . 
The following result is an immediate consequence of the combination of Theorems 6 and 8.
Corollary 11. Let S be a set of three positive integers ≥ 2. Then S is spectral if and only if one of the following three statements
holds.
• All three integers in S are even.
• S = {emin, emax, o} such that emax ≤ 2o− 2, where emin, emax, and o are the minimum even integer, maximum even integer,
and odd integer in S, respectively.
• S = {e, omin, omax} such that omax− omin+ 2 ≤ e ≤ omax+ omin− 2, where e, omin, and omax are the even integer, minimum
odd integer, and maximum odd integer in S, respectively.
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4. Extending to a spectrum
We will show that each finite nonempty set S ⊂ {2, 3, 4, . . .} can be transformed to a spectral set by the addition of at
most two integers. It is a trivial matter to check that all nonempty subsets of {2, 3} are spectral. The other case is handled
by the next theorem.
Theorem 12. Let s ≥ 4 be the largest integer in S.
(1) If s is even and the integers s− 1 and s− 2 are in S, then S is a spectral set.
(2) If s ≥ 8 is even, and s− 3 and s− 6 belong to S and neither s− 1 nor 3 belongs to S, then S is a spectral set.
(3) If s is odd and s− 1, s− 2, and s− 3 are in S, then S is a spectral set.
Proof. To prove (1), suppose that s = 2p is even and that s− 2, s− 1 and s belong to S. Obviously, 2p− 1 belongs to the set
O of all odd integers in S. If O = {2p− 1}, then, since s ≤ 2(2p− 1)− 2 = 2s− 4, the set S is spectral by Theorem 6. Thus
we can assume that O contains at least two numbers. Next we show that the set O ∪ {2p− 2, 2} is spectral. By Lemma 3, it
will follow that S is spectral.
Let T0 be the a0–b0-path containing a vertex c such that d(a0, c) = p and d(c, b0) = p− 1. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , k such
that oi ≠ 2p− 1, let Ti be the tree with the endvertices ai, bi and c such that d(ai, c) = p, d(bi, c) = p− 1 and d(ai, bi) = oi.
Note that these trees exist for any odd oi satisfying 3 ≤ oi ≤ 2p− 3. Construct the tree T by identifying the vertices labeled
by c in the trees T0, T1, . . . , Tk. The path spectrum of T can be shown to be O ∪ {2p − 2, 2p}, which is what we wanted to
prove.
The proof of (2) is similar to the proof of (1); we give the proof for the completeness. Suppose that s = 2p is even, s− 3
and s− 6 belong to S and neither s− 1 nor 3 belongs to S. Let O be the set of all odd integers in S. If O = {2p− 3}, then, since
s ≤ 2(2p− 3)− 2 = 2s− 8, the set S is spectral by Theorem 6. Thus we can assume that O contains at least two numbers.
Next we show that the set O ∪ {2p− 6, 2p} is spectral. By Lemma 3, it will follow that S is spectral.
Let T0 be the a0–b0-path containing a vertex c such that d(a0, c) = p and d(c, b0) = p − 3. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , k
such that 5 ≤ oi ≠ 2p − 3, let Ti be the tree with the endvertices ai, bi and c such that d(ai, c) = p, d(bi, c) = p − 3 and
d(ai, bi) = oi. Note that these trees exist for any odd oi satisfying 5 ≤ oi < 2p − 3. Construct the tree T by identifying the
vertices labeled by c in the trees T0, T1, . . . , Tk. The path spectrum of T can be shown to be O ∪ {2p − 2, 2p − 6}, which is
what we wanted to prove.
To prove (3), suppose that s is odd and that {s − 3, s − 2, s − 1} ⊆ S. Again, according to Lemma 3, it suffices to show
that the set O ∪ {s − 3, s − 1} is spectral, where O is the set of odd integers in S. First construct the tree T with the path
spectrum O ∪ {s− 3, s− 1} − {s} as in Case 1, and hence with p = (s− 1)/2. Then join a new vertex a to the vertex a0. The
path spectrum of the resulting tree is the set O ∪ {s− 3, s− 1}, and hence the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 13. If s ≥ 4 is the largest integer in the set S ⊂ {2, 3, 4, . . .}, then S can be transformed into a spectral set by the
addition of at most two integers; one of them is s− 1 and the other one is either s− 2 or s+ 1.
Proof. Let s be the maximum integer in a nonspectral set S. If s is even, then, by Theorem 12(1), S ∪{s−1, s−2} is spectral.
If s is odd, then, by Theorem 12(1) again, S ∪ {s+ 1, s− 1} is spectral. 
If one adds a new integer to a set that consists of five or more positive odd integers, the resulting set is nonspectral [3].
Thus the number 2 in the last corollary cannot be decreased.
The problem changes substantially if one is allowed to add only integers of a prescribed parity. Suppose that one is
allowed to add only even integers. One can begin with a set S that violates emax ≤ 2omax − 2 and add any collection of even
integers to that set, and the resulting set also violates emax ≤ 2omax − 2; thus it is nonspectral by Lemma 5. Similarly, if one
adds an odd integer to a set violating (2), then the new set will not satisfy (2).
The case when one must add integers of the same parity, but the parity is optional, is open. If s is odd, then it is enough
to add s − 1 and s + 1. If s is even and s − 1 is in S, then add s − 2. If s − 1 is not in S and s − 2 is in S, then add s + 1 and
s− 1. The case when s is even and s− 1 and s− 2 are not in S remains open.
Problem 14. Is there a positive integer k such that each finite subset of {2, 3, . . .} can by obtained by deleting at most k
integers, all of the same parity, from a spectral set?
Corollary 15. If s ≥ 2 is even, then at least 1/4 of all subsets of the set {2, 3, . . . , s} are spectral sets.
Proof. We prove this by induction on s. Since all seven nonempty subsets of {2, 3, 4} are spectral, Corollary 15 holds for
s = 2 and s = 4. Since {6} is a spectral set, we have found eight spectral subsets of {2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and Corollary 15 holds
for s = 6. Now we assume that s ≥ 8 is even and Corollary 15 holds for {2, 3, . . . , s − 2}. By Theorem 12 the subsets of
{2, 3, 4, . . . , s} belonging to one of the following three classes are spectral.
A: Subsets containing s, s− 1 and s− 2.
B: Subsets containing s− 1, s− 2, s− 3, s− 4 and not s.
C: Subsets containing s, s− 3, s− 6 but containing neither s− 1 nor 3.
D: The set of all spectral subsets of {2, . . . , s− 2}.
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The class A contains 1/8 of all subsets; the class B contains 1/32 of all subsets of {2, 3, 4, . . . , s}; and the class C contains
1/32 of all subsets of {2, 3, 4, . . . , s}. By the induction hypothesis, the class D contains at least 14 · 14 = 116 of all subsets. Since
these three classes are disjoint, at least 18 + 132 + 132 + 116 = 14 of all subsets of {2, 3, . . . , s} are spectral. 
It is easy to see that the sets {2, 3, . . . , s} are spectral for any positive integer s ≥ 2. One can ask what density of S
guarantees that S is a spectral set. For an odd k ≥ 3, the set that contains all positive even integers up to 2k and all odd
integers from 3 to k contains slightly less than (3/4)(2k) integers. This set violates (1); thus it is not spectral. We conjecture
that all sets of higher density are spectral.
Conjecture 16. Let s ≥ 2 be an integer. Then each subset of {2, 3, 4, . . . , s} containing at least (3/4)s integers is spectral.
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